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Ten weeks of physical-cognitive-mindfulness
training reduces fear-avoidance beliefs about
work-related activity
Randomized controlled trial
∗

Kenneth Jay, MSca,b,f, , Mikkel Brandt, MSca,d, Markus Due Jakobsen, PhDa, Emil Sundstrup, PhDa,
Kasper Gymoese Berthelsen, MDe, mc schraefel, PhDc, Gisela Sjøgaard, PhDb , Med Sci,
Lars L. Andersen, PhDa,d
Abstract

People with chronic musculoskeletal pain often experience pain-related fear of movement and avoidance behavior. The FearAvoidance model proposes a possible mechanism at least partly explaining the development and maintenance of chronic pain.
People who interpret pain during movement as being potentially harmful to the organism may initiate a vicious behavioral cycle by
generating pain-related fear of movement accompanied by avoidance behavior and hyper-vigilance.
This study investigates whether an individually adapted multifactorial approach comprised of biopsychosocial elements, with a
focus on physical exercise, mindfulness, and education on pain and behavior, can decrease work-related fear-avoidance beliefs.
As part of a large scale 10-week worksite randomized controlled intervention trial focusing on company initiatives to combat workrelated musculoskeletal pain and stress, we evaluated fear-avoidance behavior in 112 female laboratory technicians with chronic
neck, shoulder, upper back, lower back, elbow, and hand/wrist pain using the Fear-Avoidance Beliefs Questionnaire at baseline,
before group allocation, and again at the post intervention follow-up 10 weeks later.
A signiﬁcant group by time interaction was observed (P < 0.05) for work-related fear-avoidance beliefs. The between-group
difference at follow-up was –2.2 (–4.0 to –0.5), corresponding to a small to medium effect size (Cohen’s d = 0.30).
Our study shows that work-related, but not leisure time activity-related, fear-avoidance beliefs, as assessed by the Fear-avoidance
Beliefs Questionnaire, can be signiﬁcantly reduced by 10 weeks of physical-cognitive-mindfulness training in female laboratory
technicians with chronic pain.
FAB = Fear-avoidance beliefs, FABQ = Fear-avoidance beliefs questionnaire, PCMT = hysical-cognitivemindfulness training, PRF = Pain-related fear, REF = Reference.

Abbreviations:

Keywords: meditation, motor control exercise, movement-related fear, neuromatrix, pain catastrophizing

1. Introduction
Editor: Roman Leischik.

The inﬂuencing factors of health plasticity encompass determinants across a wide spectrum of elements. These elements range
from social and mental resources and resilience to biomedical
research and regarding physical health, from musculoskeletal
pain and longevity affected by the environmental setting to the
behavioral response to these elements.[1–3] Chronic musculoskeletal pain is not only a major socioeconomic burden [4] but is also
affected by social inequalities and available resources.[5,6] In the
working environment, there are often differences in both
physiological measures of ﬁtness, muscle strength, and cardiovascular and metabolic risk factors that contribute to overall
health and mortality risk.[7–10] However, a common trait across
blue- and white-collar workers in Denmark is that pain is
experienced regardless of job occupation, age, and gender.[11] It is
well known that occupationally derived musculoskeletal pain is
often present in job tasks involving low-force, static, or quasistatic repetitive and monotonous movements (such as the work of
laboratory technicians),[12] but a single factor model of structure
and biomechanics cannot sufﬁciently explain why some people
who experience pain develop severe chronicity whereas others do
not. Thus, a behavioral/psychological aspect cannot be ignored
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compared to the standard care.[30] In another recent study, the
inﬂuence of FAB on disability in patients with subacromial
shoulder pain was analyzed by Kromer and colleagues.[31] They
found through a correlation analysis of FAB that catastrophizing
behavior and shoulder disability were present in 90 patients and
that FAB are a signiﬁcant contributor to baseline disability but
interestingly not to disability change scores after 3 months of
follow-up.[31] A qualitative review of the literature concerning the
occurrence of fear-avoidance- versus endurance-related pain
responses by Hasenbring and Hasenbring and Verbunt[32]
showed that patients with an inappropriate response to pain
will develop more pain prospectively and show higher levels of
speciﬁc strain postures, quantiﬁed by accelerometry, than
patients showing adaptive pain responses. This could indicate
that there is a physical manifestation of the hyper-vigilance
associated with fear-avoidance. In another recent systematic
review, Wertli and colleagues concluded that FAB are a
prognostic indicator for poor outcomes in subacute low back
pain and that early intervention-based treatments to reduce FAB
may support recovery.[33] Based on the current literature on FAB,
it is evident that only a few randomized controlled trials with
novel intervention-based treatments targeted at work-related
FAB (in an occupational setting) to assist in chronic musculoskeletal pain rehabilitation of the neck, shoulders, upper and
lower back, elbow, and hand have been conducted.
The aim of this study is therefore to investigate the effects of a
physical-cognitive-mindfulness intervention on work-related
FAB in a group of female laboratory technicians suffering from
chronic musculoskeletal pain in the neck, shoulders, upper and
lower back, elbows, and hands. Based on the multifaceted theory
of chronic musculoskeletal pain and its associated disability, we
hypothesize that an individually adapted multifactorial approach
comprised of biopsychosocial elements that focuses on physical
exercise, mindfulness and education on pain, fear-avoidance, and
catastrophizing behavior can decrease work-related FAB but not
leisure time FAB compared to ongoing company initiatives, as we
theorize a context-speciﬁcity of FAB, and the intervention is
limited to the occupational setting.

when explaining pain on a broader scale in relation to health and
mortality (http://links.lww.com/MD/B45).
Currently, chronic pain is explained as a multifactorial
experience comprised of biological, psychological, and social
elements that affect the perception of nociceptive stimuli and
ultimately produce the ﬁnal outcome of pain/no pain.[13] The
neuromatrix theory of pain [14–17] and the cognitive detection of
movements possibly threatening and harmful to tissue have led to
the current deﬁnition of pain by the International Study of Pain
(IASP) as an unpleasant sensory and emotional experience
associated with actual or potential tissue damage, or described in
terms of such damage.[18] This deﬁnition has brought attention to
fear as a psychological factor greatly inﬂuencing chronic
pain.[19–22] The literature shows a multitude of physiological
mechanisms by which injuries lead to nociceptive responses and
ultimately to pain, but the brain does not always perceive
nociceptive signals as pain, and not every painful sensation begins
with nociception.[23] This points toward a centrally governed
control mechanism that ultimately determines whether a stimulus
is perceived as painful.[23–27]
Almost everyone will experience acute pain during the course
of their lifetime, but only a fraction of those who experience acute
pain develop chronic pain. People suffering from persistent
chronic pain may also experience pain-related fear (PRF) of
movement. PRF can best be deﬁned as the fear that emerges when
stimuli related to pain are perceived as a threat.[19] The fear
response exhibited comprises psycho-physiological (e.g., increased muscle tension, altered muscle metabolites, and sympathetic nervous system activity), behavioral (e.g., escape and
avoidance behavior), and cognitive (e.g., catastrophizing
thoughts) elements. Thus, the fear of experiencing pain, fear of
performing work-related activities, fear of general movement,
and fear of sustaining injury have been described as often
occurring in patients suffering from chronic pain.[20,19,28]
The Fear-Avoidance model proposed by Vlaeyen et al, assessed
by a questionnaire on fear-avoidance beliefs (FAB), proposes a
possible mechanism at least partly explaining the development of
chronic pain.[29] The basic tenet of pain perception is that the way
in which pain is processed and interpreted leads to the activation
of different pathways that ultimately determine whether the pain
felt is harmful and subsequently becomes chronic. People who
interpret pain as nonthreatening to the organism will likely
remain actively engaged in normal day activities (work, sports,
recreational activities), which may promote functional recovery
via cognitive mechanisms, such as pain-decatastrophizing
behavior, as well as physiological mechanisms mediated by
muscular activity and overall body movement. Conversely,
patients who display an inappropriate response to pain and
perceive movement as potentially harmful to the organism may
initiate a vicious behavioral cycle, as the misinterpretation
generates PRF of movement accompanied by escape/avoidance
behavior and hypervigilance.
George and colleagues investigated the effect of a fearavoidance-based physical therapy intervention in 66 patients
with acute low back pain, lasting <8 weeks, and compared it to
standard care physical therapy. The measured parameters were
disability, pain intensity, and FAB. After a 4-week intervention
and a 6-month email-based follow-up, the results showed that the
patients with heightened FAB at baseline had less disability and
lower FAB after receiving fear-avoidance-based physical therapy
compared to standard care physical therapy. Intriguingly,
patients exhibiting less FAB appeared to have more disability
after receiving fear-avoidance-based physical therapy when

2. Materials and methods
This study reports on the secondary outcome of FAB from the
trial Implementation of physical exercise at the Workplace
(IRMA09)—Laboratory technicians. Data were obtained during
a larger scale worksite intervention trial previously described by
our research team.[34] Brieﬂy, we performed a single-blind
randomized controlled trial with allocation concealment in a 2armed parallel group design among female laboratory technicians at a single worksite with multiple departments in Denmark
during the spring/summer of 2014. The participants were
parallel-assigned to receive either physical-cognitive-mindfulness
training or to follow ongoing company initiatives aimed at
reducing musculoskeletal pain for 10 weeks at the worksite.
Ethical approval was obtained from The Danish National
Committee on Biomedical Research Ethics (The local ethical
committee of Frederiksberg and Copenhagen; H-3-2010-062) as
part of the research program “Implementation of physical
exercise at the workplace (IRMA).” The trial Implementation of
physical exercise at the Workplace (IRMA09)—Laboratory
technicians was registered in the ClinicalTrials.gov register
(NCT02047669) prior to participant enrollment. The criteria
of the revised Consolidated Standards of Reporting Trials
(CONSORT) 2010 statement for reporting randomized trials
2
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Table 1
Baseline demographics after allocation to physical-cognitivemindfulness training (PCMT) (N = 56) or reference group (REF)
(N = 56).

Demographics
Age, y
Height, cm
Weight, kg
Body mass index, kg m 2
Average pain intensity of all regions
Regional pain intensity
Neck
Upper back
Lower back
Shoulder
Elbow
Hand
Fear Avoidance Belief score
Leisure time activity (0–24)
Work related activity (0–42)

Group PCMT
mean (SD)

Group REF
mean (SD)

45.5
163.4
65.5
24.5
2.9

47.6
164.1
65.8
24.1
2.6

3.5
2.7
3.7
4.0
1.6
1.9

(9.0)
(7.2)
(14.3)
(3.4)
(1.5)
(2.7)
(2.8)
(2.6)
(2.5)
(2.3)
(2.5)

8.2 (6.2)
12.1 (7.8)

3.5
2.4
3.1
4.0
1.4
1.3

(8.2)
(6.8)
(11.4)
(4.2)
(1.4)
(2.6)
(2.7)
(3.1)
(2.5)
(2.7)
(2.3)

9.8 (5.7)
11.1 (7.2)

No signiﬁcant differences between baseline parameters were found.
PCMT, physical-cognitive-mindfulness training; REF, reference; SD, standard deviation.

(REF). All the participants were informed about their particular
group allocation by email after the baseline questionnaire data
were acquired. The participants were informed that it was
unknown which treatment model works best for reducing pain,
and they were instructed not to reveal their particular group to
colleagues or to the study assessors; hence, all assessors, including
the statisticians, remained blinded. Due to the nature of the
intervention, it was not possible to keep the participants blinded.
Table 1 shows the baseline demographics after group allocation,
and Fig. 1 shows the ﬂow through the study.
Figure 1. Flowchart showing participant ﬂow through the study from initial
screening to randomization and follow-up.

2.2. Interventions
The intervention design has previously been described,[34] and the
primary outcome results on pain and stress have also been
reported.[36] In short, we introduced a multifactorial intervention
to the PCMT group consisting of (i) slow joint mobility exercises
focusing on precise motor control primarily for the pain-affected
area, (ii) 4 different strength training exercises with elastic bands,
(iii) cognitive behavioral therapy in which education and
counseling about the fear of movement, the positive effects of
movement and de-catastrophizing pain were the main focus
areas, and (iv) mindfulness group training lasting 10 weeks. The
strength training, joint mobility/precise motor control training,
and cognitive behavioral therapy and education were grouped
together and administered in brief 20 minutes sessions 4 times per
week by a professional trainer with a relevant background. The
mindfulness sessions were kept separate from the physical
training and were administered once weekly by a psychologist
specialized in stress. To address possible confounding factors, we
tracked (i.e., asked in the questionnaire at baseline and follow-up)
(1) the number of days the participants had used pain medication
in the last week and (2) the number of treatment sessions (e.g.,
with a medical doctor, physical therapist, or other type of health
personnel) the participant had received for pain in the back,
neck, shoulders, elbows or hands/wrists within the last
month. The REF group served as a control group and followed
ongoing company initiatives as described elsewhere.[34,36] Brieﬂy,

[35]

have been followed.
All experimental conditions conformed to
The Declaration of Helsinki, and all participants signed an
informed consent form prior to the commencement of the
intervention.
2.1. Participant recruitment and group allocation
At the time of enrollment, the participants (n = 112) had to be
suffering from chronic musculoskeletal pain in 1 or more of the
following regions to participate in the study: (i) upper back, (ii)
lower back (iii) neck, (iv) shoulders, (v) elbows, or (vi) hands/
wrists. To fulﬁll the deﬁnition of chronic pain, all following
criteria were met for at least one of these body regions: (i) pain
intensity ≥3 (on a 0–10 Visual Analog Scale) during the last week,
(ii) pain frequency of ≥3 days during the last week, and (iii) pain
lasting at least 3 months. The participants meeting the typical
exclusion criteria, for example, severe hypertension, were
allowed to participate in the less strenuous part of the training
intervention if their general practitioner provided consent. We
excluded participants with life-threatening diseases, and pregnancy was considered a contraindication to the training.
By generating a random numbers table in SAS software, the
participants were allocated to either the physical-cognitivemindfulness training intervention (PCMT) or the reference group
3
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Table 2
Pearson’s r correlation coefﬁcients for work and leisure time Fear-Avoidance Beliefs (FAB) at baseline (N = 551) and changes from
baseline to follow-up (N = 105) for each body region for those who completed the questionnaires.
Baseline correlation coefﬁcients
(a)
Body region
Neck
Upper back
Lower back
Shoulder
Elbow
Hand

FAB (work)

FAB (leisure)

Pearson’s r
†

0.46
0.40†
∗
0.15
0.53‡
∗
0.23
0.32†

P value

Pearson’s r

P value

<0.0001
<0.0001
<0.0001
<0.0001
<0.0001
<0.0001

<0.10
<0.10
∗
0.10
∗
0.14
<0.10
∗
0.13

0.12
0.08
<0.05
<0.05
0.22
<0.05

Change from baseline to follow-up correlation coefﬁcients
(b)
Body region
Neck
Upper back
Lower back
Shoulder
Elbow
Hand

FAB (work)
Pearson’s r
∗

0.29
∗
0.29
∗
0.28
0.44†
0.08
∗
0.22

FAB (leisure)
P value

Pearson’s r

P value

<0.01
<0.01
<0.01
<0.0001
0.45
<0.05

<0.01
<0.10
< 0.10
<0.01
< 0.01
< 0.01

0.94
0.72
0.65
0.94
0.96
0.92

Indicators a, b, and c indicate a signiﬁcant correlation.
FAB, Fear-Avoidance Beliefs.
∗
Low correlation (0.1–0.3).
†
Medium correlation (0.3–0.5).
‡
High correlation (0.5–1.0).

only low back pain. Brieﬂy, the FABQ is a 2-part questionnaire.
The ﬁrst part consists of 5 questions/statements about pain and
physical activity, and the second part consists of 11 questions/
statements about how work affects the participants’ perception of
pain. Each question is scored from 0 to 6, ranging from
completely disagree (0) to completely agree (6). Four of the 5
questions about pain and physical activity compose the leisure
time physical activity score, and 7 of the 11 work-related
questions compose the avoidance belief score pertaining to work;
thus, the scoring range is from 0 to 24 and 0 to 42, respectively,
with higher scores corresponding to higher levels of FAB. An
example of one of the work-related questions on the FABQ is My
work makes or would make my pain worse.[37] A Danish version
of the FABQ has not been tested for validity or reliability, but a
Norwegian version has and was found to have acceptable factor
structure, internal consistency, test-retest reliability, and construct validity by Grotle et al in 2006.[38]

participants in both groups were recommended to continue their
usual physical activities alongside the intervention, and the
company’s own health and safety professionals were available
upon request from each department manager to provide
ergonomic education; this education consisted of individualized
recommendations on changing task-speciﬁc working positions
and instructions on the proper use of ergonomic aids to adhere to
each department structure. The management of each individual
department was responsible for prioritizing and utilizing the
ergonomic support options. Available in some departments, an
“exercise ambassador” organized lunch-time exercise breaks 3
times weekly, each lasting 10 minutes with voluntary participation. As this was an initiative that was already implemented, we
recommended all participants not to change their participation or
nonparticipation in these activities during the intervention.
2.3. Evaluation of fear-avoidance
We evaluated the participants’ fear-avoidance behavior in workrelated movements by the FAB Questionnaire (FABQ) at baseline
before the group allocation and again post intervention at the
follow-up 10 weeks later. The FABQ designed by Waddell
et al[37] in 1993 was modiﬁed to assess the speciﬁc pain-affected
regions of this particular population, thereby not limiting it to

2.4. Statistical analysis
All statistical analyses were performed using SAS software for
Windows (SAS Institute, Cary, NC). Changes in FAB were
evaluated using a repeated measures linear mixed model (Proc
Mixed) with group, time, and group by time interaction as the

Table 3
Within-group differences from baseline to 10-week follow-up and between-group differences at 10-week follow-up of fear-avoidance
beliefs during leisure time and work.
Outcome measure
Fear-avoidance belief (leisure time)
Fear-avoidance belief (work)

Difference from baseline to follow-up
Within PCMT
Within REF
0.2 (–1.5 to 1.9)
–2.7 (–4.4 to –1.0)

–0.6 (–2.3 to 1.1)
–0.3 (–2.0 to 1.4)

Between-group difference at 10-week follow-up
(PCMT vs. REF)
P value (group by time)
0.2 (–1.5 to 1.9)
–2.2 (–4.0 to –0.5)

Analyses are adjusted for baseline values. The P-value represents the group by time interaction, and the analysis was performed in accordance with the intention-to-treat principle.
PCMT, physical-cognitive-mindfulness training; REF, reference.
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region (shoulders) at baseline (Table 1), which suggests that
work-related FAB are body region speciﬁc to the degree of
experienced pain. This observation is supported by the current
neuromatrix of pain theory.[14,16,17,26,40–42] As described in the
protocol of the study,[34] the training intervention involved
targeted and individually adapted motor control mobility
exercises designed in such a way that known painful movements
were directly addressed and practiced. Combined with the pain
education and noncatastrophizing strategies, this approach may
have had a direct pain-relieving effect due to the acute closing of
the pain gate in conjunction with an indirect psychological effect
on the participant when suddenly experiencing a movement once
perceived as painful as less threatening to the organism.[14,15,26,40,41,43]
The more nuanced treatment approach compared to the
conventional treatment interventions may be why the participants experienced a decrease in work-related FAB following the
intervention in the present study. The design of the intervention
separates itself from more traditional treatment models of
musculoskeletal pain, such as general physical exercise programs.
For the fearful chronic pain patient, not receiving education
about the mechanisms of pain processing and pain catastrophizing may cause heightened escape and avoidance behavior and
may reinforce the pain neuromatrix. For example, Al-Obaidi et al
suggested that FAB counteracted the beneﬁcial effects of an
exercise-based therapy program,[44] and Jellema et al indicated
that pain catastrophizing hampered the efﬁcacy of usual
practitioner care in chronic low back pain patients.[45] The main
question that remains to be answered pertains to the delivery
method of the general exercise treatment model and whether
pain-related fear and the associated safety/escape behaviors are
adequately addressed. This is 1 factor that separates the present
study and its treatment model from conventional therapies. The
effects of brief educational sessions in treatment programs for
chronic low back pain patients are highlighted by Burton et al,
Moore et al, and Symonds et al.[46–48] For example, a
straightforward educational campaign consisting of advising
individuals to stay active and discouraging the use of medical
interventions resulted in long-lasting reductions in FAB in the
community as well as in physicians and in less workers
compensation claims for low back pain.[49] Addressing the
fear-pain loop with education about the pain neuromatrix in a
work-related context that is speciﬁc to each individual may at
least partly explain our observations of the signiﬁcantly reduced
work-related FAB.
The intervention also included supervised mindfulness sessions
on a weekly basis. Because the perception of the body-self
neuromatrix of pain is inﬂuenced by perceived distress, it is
relevant to consider the effects of mindfulness as a possible
mechanism to decrease pain-related fear of movement. However,
as the level of self-reported stress did not signiﬁcantly decrease in
the PCMT group compared to the REF group[36], it is less likely
that the level of experienced distress would have a direct effect on
FAB.[34] Furthermore, as reported by Jay et al. in 2015, an
exploratory analysis of the dose–response relationship between
physical training and mindfulness sessions and musculoskeletal
pain perception showed that, on average, there was a 0.6-point
decrease in pain per average weekly training session attended,
whereas there was a 0.15-point increase in pain per mindfulness
session attended.[36] This indicates that not only did the
mindfulness sessions not reduce the perception of distress, but
they also seem to have countered the positive effect of the physical
training sessions. This is in contrast to what has previously been

independent variables. Subject nested within group was entered
as a random effect. The analyses were adjusted for baseline
values. We performed all statistical analyses in accordance with
the intention-to-treat principle using the Proc Mixed procedure of
SAS, which inherently accounts for missing values. Finally, we
calculated the effect sizes as Cohen’s d based on the average fearavoidance belief score (between-group differences divided by the
baseline pooled standard deviation).[39] An alpha level of <0.05
was accepted as statistically signiﬁcant. The outcomes are
reported as between-group least mean square differences (95%
conﬁdence interval) at the 10-week follow-up. The calculation of
the sample size has previously been described.[34,36] Using simple
correlation analyses (Pearson’s r), we also tested the association
between FABQ scores and pain in the different body regions, both
at baseline (N = 551) and for changes in the variables for those
included in the study who completed both the baseline and
follow-up questionnaires (N = 105).

3. Results
As reported in the article covering the primary outcome results of
this trial,[36] the adherence to the physical-cognitive training and
mindfulness sessions was 70% and 47.5% of the intended
sessions, respectively. Furthermore, there were no reported
adverse events during the intervention. A total of 6 participants (3
from each group) were lost to follow-up. We have no information
about 4 of the participants, whereas the remaining 2 dropouts
changed jobs during the intervention.[36]
Baseline work-related FAB were signiﬁcantly associated with
pain in all the assessed body regions, most strongly for neck (r =
0.46) and shoulder (r = 0.53) pain. Regarding changes from
baseline to follow-up, work-related FAB were signiﬁcantly
associated with pain in all body regions but the elbow and
was most strongly related to changes in shoulder pain (r = 0.44).
Leisure time FAB were only weakly associated with pain at
baseline in the shoulders, lower back, and hands/wrists and was
not signiﬁcantly associated with changes in pain of any body
region. Table 2 shows the associations of FAB with body regions.
A signiﬁcant group by time interaction was observed (P < 0.05)
for work-related FAB. The between-group difference at the 10week follow-up was –2.2 (–4.0 to –0.5) (scale 0–42). The withingroup changes from baseline to 10-week follow-up were –2.7
(–4.4 to –1.0) and –0.3 (–2.0 to 1.4) for the PCMT and REF
groups, respectively. The group by time interactions were
nonsigniﬁcant for leisure time FAB between groups (P > 0.05).
The effect size (Cohen’s d) of the change in work-related FAB was
0.30 and thereby categorized as a small to medium (0.2–0.50)
effect for the PCMT group.[19]Table 3 shows the group by time
interactions for work-related and leisure time FAB.

4. Discussion
Our results show that a 10-week targeted physical-cognitivemindfulness intervention has signiﬁcant effects on work-related
FAB. As previously reported, the intervention group experienced
reduced pain intensity by ∼52% across 6 body regions compared
to the REF group[36], and the present analyses show that the
change in work-related FAB was most strongly related to changes
in shoulder pain. This suggests that a decrease in the experienced
intensity of musculoskeletal pain, especially around the shoulders, may inﬂuence the cognitive-behavioral mechanisms in female
laboratory technicians. The painful body region most highly
correlated to work-related FAB was also the most painful body
5
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argue that low back pain imposes a great threat to the organism
when compared to pain in upper extremities and that the
outcomes of fear-avoidance treatment models thus differ.
In conclusion, our study shows that work-related FAB, as
assessed by the FABQ, can be signiﬁcantly reduced by 10 weeks
of physical-cognitive-mindfulness training in female laboratory
technicians. However, leisure time FAB was unaffected by the
PCMT intervention when compared with the REF group,
indicating that FAB is context speciﬁc. We propose that the
observed effect on work-related FAB was primarily derived from
the physical-cognitive portion of the intervention and, to a lesser
extent, the mindfulness portion. Further investigations should
examine if an improved perception of PRF of work-related
activity causes subconscious alterations in work-speciﬁc movement patterns, thus improving work environment ergonomics
and contributing to the extent that reductions in FAB can be
considered clinically relevant.

found regarding the effects of meditation and mindfulness on the
mechanisms of pain perception. For example, Zeidan and
colleagues found that meditation alters brain activation patterns
by reframing the contextual processing of painful sensory inputs
and ultimately leads to a decrease in the nociceptive interpretation of afferent signals in the pain neuromatrix.[50] In another
study, Zeidan et al also report that a brief 3-day mindfulness
meditation intervention was effective in reducing pain ratings
and anxiety scores when compared with baseline testing of
experimentally induced pain.[51] Other research groups have also
concluded that mindfulness meditation has a role in pain
management and psychological health.[50,51–55] A recent study by
van Berkel et al showed no effect of a long-term comprehensive
multicomponent worksite mindfulness intervention on various
lifestyle behaviors. The researchers concluded that the effectiveness of such an intervention could not be established.[56] Based on
the results of the present study, as well as the lack of efﬁcacy of the
mindfulness sessions implemented at the work site, it is therefore
unlikely that the mindfulness component of the intervention had
a signiﬁcant effect on the observed reduction in fear-avoidance
behavior in the PCMT group.
Our study has several strengths and limitations. An important
strength of the present study included the single-blinded
randomized controlled design. Furthermore, the instructors
ensured that only participants who were randomized to training
and mindfulness participated in these sessions, thereby eliminating between-group contamination. The limitations of behavioral
interventions include the inability to blind participants to which
intervention they receive. Self-reported outcomes are a limitation,
as they may be inﬂuenced by placebo effects and outcome
expectations. Nevertheless, PRF of movement is a subjective
experience, and the reference group was not a pure control group,
as they were encouraged to participate in the ongoing activities at
the company.[34] Furthermore, the intervention comprised
several different components, which makes it difﬁcult to
determine which part(s) of the intervention had the primary
effect on the observed reduction in work-related FAB. However,
it is most likely that the part of the intervention that had the
primary effect on pain reduction also had the primary effect on
work-related FAB reduction, as the previously mentioned
dose–response analysis showed increases in pain with each
mindfulness session attended and decreases in pain with each
physical-cognitive session attended.[36] The lack of ability to
distinguish between the effect of precise joint mobility training
and that of strength training on FAB is a limitation of the present
study that makes it difﬁcult to draw conclusions about which part
of the physical intervention had the greatest impact on workrelated FAB. Questionnaires that assess PRF of movement and
kinesiophobia are used as screening tools for clinicians to identify
cases with excessive PRF. According to Vlaeyen and Linton,[29]
this seems to be a relevant approach. Unfortunately, norm data
are lacking, and therefore there are no cut-off points to identify
clinically relevant reductions in FAB and kinesiophobia; this
makes it impossible to determine whether the observed reduction
in the present study has signiﬁcant clinical relevance.[29] This is an
important limitation but applies to all questionnaire-based
methods of evaluating FAB. A valid alternative could have been
to use observational or psychophysiological methods of evaluation, but the application of such methods in the ﬁeld of chronic
pain is scarce, and knowledge is therefore lacking.[29] Finally,
most studies on FAB involve chronic low back pain patients,
which differs from the present study, although at least 2 studies
have used it to evaluate upper extremity pain.[57,58] One may
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